Transferring humanism:  
The edition of Vitruvius by Lucimborgo de Gabiano (Lyon 1523)

The economic integration between France and Italy was in place well before the French descended into Italy (1494–95) and before the conquest of Milan by Louis XII (1499), and it was rooted in the growing role played by Lyon as a commercial and financial centre and site of four annual fairs since 1463. Merchants convened there from all over Europe, and the Italian communities (mainly Florentine and Milanese) soon took the lead, thanks to their capacity for organising the trade in luxury goods, founding and managing a banking industry and controlling financial operations and wholesale commerce. In a few decades, the medieval centre, which in 1470 counted about 20,000 inhabitants, became a vibrant economic capital of about 70,000 inhabitants in 1520. From the last decade of the fifteenth century, the king of France was one of the most influential players in the military and political theatre of the peninsula, when the royal court passed through Lyon on several occasions, sometimes with prolonged stays.

Whereas the contribution of the Florentine ‘nation’ to Lyon as a financial and exchange centre was notoriously crucial, the market connection developed with the Milanese area was greatly increased when the city was ruled by the French (1499–1512). Lyon fairs were considered essential by the Milanese merchants, so much so that in 1502 they asked to hold similar ten-day commercial events in their city twice a year. The most prominent Italians of Lyon came from Genoa, Florence, Lucca and Milan, but Piedmontese and Savoyard merchants also participated widely in this process, as the main routes from Venice or Genoa to Lyon crossed the Piedmont. Not surprisingly, some of the first Italian book merchants/publishers who found a considerable success in Lyon came precisely from the area of Trino and Asti. They developed a book production which was aimed at the strong ecclesiastical, juridical and medical reading publics of the city, but they also tried successfully to spread the achievements of Renaissance culture with a book production that was closely inspired by Italian editions.

The Gabiano family

Among these publishers, the Gabiano family from Piedmont has recently aroused considerable scholarly interest, and their place in the transnational book trade of the sixteenth century is starting to be fully recognized. It has become ever clearer that this familial group included merchants of the highest rank in the early modern book trade, closely comparable to the Giunti, with whom their activities were so often
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The device of the Fountain [Fig. 1] indicate only a limited part of their entrepreneurial initiatives.8 The majority of their business will never be reconstructed in a satisfactory way; therefore, the letters received by Giovanni Bartolomeo Gabiano in Venice in 1522 shed significant light not only on the Gabiano family’s activities but also on the early modern European book trade.9

The family, whose original name was Lanza,10 took its name from the village of Gabiano in Piedmont, half way between Lyon and Venice. While active for years in many places (among which, the university city of Pavia), the family seems to have been based in the city of Asti, although they certainly possessed several properties and residences in the area around Asti and in the Monferrato.11

Like other merchant families from Piedmont, such as the Giolito and the Portonari, the Gabiano family entered the world of the book trade from a strategic geographical position on the axis connecting Lyon to Venice across the Po Valley.12 They, too, sought to extend the geographic range of their business as far as possible, finally becoming at the end of the sixteenth century active in numerous areas, not only in Europe.13

Although the Gabiano made their appearance as book publishers first in Lyon around 1501–1502, they must have been in that business many years prior. We know from Baudrier’s research that Baldassarre de Gabiano (Balthazar d’Ast) was registered in Lyon tax records from 1493 as the representative of the Compagnie d’Ivy, a booksellers’ partnership created in Venice by his uncle Giovanni Bartolomeo de Gabiano and Lorenzo Aliprandi.14 In reality, members of the Gabiano family were in Venice and in Lyon as early as 1485, as they are mentioned in a merchant’s testament

8 The device of the Fountain represented the address of a bookshop founded by Franz Renner of Heilbrunn (known in Venice as Francesco della Fontana, active 1471–1486). Giovanni Bartolomeo de Gabiano married Francesco’s daughter, Isabel, and soon became the owner of the shop, although there was an heir, Benedetto Fontana, who actually used the sign of the fountain as a publisher’s mark for the first time in 1496 [ISTC ia00066000]: see Nuovo, ‘Una lettera di Michele Tramezino, 150–151, but he never used the device in any of his publications. The mark of the fountain only emerges in Venice as a publisher’s device in 1541, much later than the events treated here, when Giovanni Bartolomeo’s son and heir, Giovanni Francesco Gabiano, started to use it. In Lyon, the mark of the fountain was not used before Scipione de Gabiano’s time, starting in 1529. This mark would have in any case a much longer story, see Veneziani, ‘Il librario al segno della fontana’.
9 Venice, Archivio di Stato, Miscellanea atti diversi manoscritti, b. 91: Lettere di vari scritti a Gio. Bartolomio da Gabiano. The complete edition with commentary of these papers is one of the objectives of the ERC-funded project ENoBookTrade which I have directed since 2016. The existence of this important bundle of letters was reported to Vito Massena, prince d’Essling, during the examination of documents he commissioned from Venetian archivists with the goal of writing his work on illustrated Venetian books (Les livres à figures vénitiens de la fin du XVIe siècle et du commencement du XVIe: Études sur l’art de la gravure sur bois à Venise, Florence/Paris 1907–1914). A copy of these informal notes from first-hand examination of documents related to printing is preserved today at the Archivio di Stato of Venice, Archivio di Stato, Ricerca Duca di Rivoli: It includes the correspondence of Charles Gérard, Secretary of the Duke of Rivoli, with various archivists in Venice from 1901 to 1904.
10 Luigi Portonari, the Gabiano family entered the world of the book trade from a strategic geographical position on the axis connecting Lyon to Venice across the Po Valley.
11 Like other merchant families from Piedmont, such as the Giolito and the Portonari, the Gabiano family entered the world of the book trade from a strategic geographical position on the axis connecting Lyon to Venice across the Po Valley.
12 They, too, sought to extend the geographic range of their business as far as possible, finally becoming at the end of the sixteenth century active in numerous areas, not only in Europe.
13 Although the Gabiano made their appearance as book publishers first in Lyon around 1501–1502, they must have been in that business many years prior. We know from Baudrier’s research that Baldassarre de Gabiano (Balthazar d’Ast) was registered in Lyon tax records from 1493 as the representative of the Compagnie d’Ivy, a booksellers’ partnership created in Venice by his uncle Giovanni Bartolomeo de Gabiano and Lorenzo Aliprandi. In reality, members of the Gabiano family were in Venice and in Lyon as early as 1485, as they are mentioned in a merchant’s testament.
as business partners. Needless to say, like many other merchant families, they traded in a variety of different merchandise (silk, wheat, wool, paper, and so forth) and would continue to do so while their engagement in the transnational book trade was constantly increasing.

10 Myriam Dal Zio Billanovich, ‘L’attività editoriale di Giovanni Domenico del Negro e i Consili di Angelo da Castro in Quaderni per la storia dell’Università di Padova, 15 (1982), 107–113. The name Lanza was in any case used by some members of the family well into the sixteenth century.
11 The letters discussed below demonstrate this. Because of the war and the troop passages in the area, members of the Gabiano family found themselves dispersed and refugees in various villages, including Verolengo.
12 Trino, Casale Monferrato, Tonco, Castell'Alero and Cortanze.
15 The letters discussed below demonstrate this. Because of the war and the troop passages in the area, members of the Gabiano family found themselves dispersed and refugees in various villages, including Verolengo.
16 Trino, Casale Monferrato, Tonco, Castell'Alero and Cortanze.
18 Venice, Lyon, Asti and Flanders (unspecified cities) are, according to the remaining documentation, the venues for more intense entrepreneurial activity in that period (Giovanni Bartolomeo de Gabiano’s will of 1536, published by Marciani, ’I Gabiano, librari italo-francesi del XVI secolo’, 157–158). Traces of their business can be tracked in Slavic countries, through the network of Borisov Vukovic, son-in-law of Giovanni Bartolomeo de Gabiano (see Marciani, ’I Vukovici’,.tipografi-librai dafi’ e Angela Nuovo, ’La scoperta del Corano arabo, ventisei anni dopo: un riesame in Nuovi Annali della Scuola Speciale per Archivisti e Bibliotecari, 27 (2013), 9–24). In 1568, religious
19 cause, the new generations of the family (Barthélémy and Henri, sons of Lucimborgho and his first wife Catherine Gautheret) left Lyon and moved to Geneva, while maintaining commercial ties with Lyon and France in general. The whole Gabiano family group conducted ever larger businesses in London, Constantinople, Seville, and from this latter city, they made investments in printing in Mexico City, as Ennio Sandal has reconstructed in his volume Giovanni Paolo da Brescia e l’introduzione della stampa nel Nuovo Mondo, Brescia 2007, 87–96.
20 Baudrier, Bibliographie lyonnaise, VII, 1; Dureau-Lephysonnie, ‘Recherches sur les grandes compagnies de libraires lyonnaise’, 5–64. Still, he had some activity remaining in Italy, given that he financed the publication of a medical book in Pavia in 1501 (EDIT16, CNCE 138724). He finally came back to Asti in 1518 to print a series of law books of a local jurist, Alberto Bruno (EDIT16, CNCE 7694, 7695, 7696, 7697, 7698). Lorenzo Aliprandi was a partner of Giovanni Bartolomeo Gabiano at least until 1543 (Nuovo, The book trade, 77–79).

Fig. 1 First appearance of the mark of the Fountain, used by Benedetto Fontana, brother-in-law of Giovanni Bartolomeo Gabiano (ISTC ia00966000). Brussels, Royal Library, incb 3001, colophon (woodcut 125 × 88 mm).
Concerning the privilege system in Witcombe, copyright in the Veneto (1503) gives ample evidence that precisely because there was no way of prosecuting the ‘counterfacturers’, Aldus was obliged to create a specific rhetoric in defence of his own editions, with the goal of showing the low quality of the imitations, their textual errors, and their moral impropriety. For the text of the Monitum with commentary, see Joanna Kostylo, Commentary on Aldus Manutius’s Warning against the printers of Lyon, 1503 in Lionel Reyny (ed.), The Italian book: 1495–1500: Studies presented to Dennis E. Reddy, London 1993, 117–33, and William Kemp, ‘Counterfeit Aldines and italic-letter editions printed in Lyons 1502–1510: Early diffusion in Italy and France’ in Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada, 35:1 (1997), 75–100.


In spite of this vast and ambitious activity, of which only a sketch has been given here, the Gabiano are famous in book historical literature as ‘plagiarists’, i.e. for their activity of illicit reprinting of the Aldine octavo editions. Baldassarre de Gabiano in particular is known to have printed octavo editions from 1501–1502 that closely resembled those of Aldus Manutius, using italic types very much like those of Griffo.16

The production of ‘counterfeit’ Aldines

The story of the ‘counterfeit’ Aldines shows how quickly the leading exponents of the book trade of the time, the Gabiano, Giunti and even Gershom Soncino, understood the potential of the novel combination of a new format and typeface for publishing the classics that Aldus had created.17 Contrary to some scholars’ views on the inefficacy of the Venetian system of book privileges, the history of the non-authorized copies of Aldine octavos confirms that the Venetian system offered efficient protection: the only possibility for their production was to print them outside the Republic of Venice.18 Being printed abroad, the Lyon (and Florence and Fano) replicas were indeed perfectly legal according to contemporary legislation because no privilege could be enforced beyond the boundaries of the state whose government had granted it. Only the pope could grant privileges that extended their prohibition across the whole of Christianity, but this was true only in theory: Aldus’s repeated efforts to bring his italic typeface under papal protection had a doubtful effect.19

Scholarly research has focused so far on the real counterfeiters, i.e. books printed during the ten-year span of the original privileges granted to Aldus in Venice. By investigating the reception and the market of the Lyonnaise replicas, William Kemp holds that these initial products were indeed intended mainly for the Italian market because the italic typeface did not reach French readers before 1510–1512. Following the traces of illuminated copies and original bindings, Kemp assumes that the Gabiano distributed their pseudo-Aldines in the Italian States (Rome and Milan in particular) and were probably able to smuggle them even to Venice, where Aldus himself could have seen them.20

In a transnational market, on the other hand, the delocalized, well-organized, and insidious production of counterfeiters could only increase, making publishers more and more aware of the multifaceted damages that these illicit competitive initiatives inflicted on their business. In a larger sense, an illicit reprint is any reprint that is detrimental to the interests of the author or the publisher who produced the original

16 The severe judgment came from Antoine-Augustin Renouard, Annales de l'imprimerie des Aldes, ou histoire des trois Manuce et de leurs éditions, Paris 1834, 305–316. Too many scholars, even in recent times, followed the same opinion, without paying sufficient attention to the fact that those replicas, provided they were not imported into the Republic of Venice, violated no law. The famous Aldus Manutius’s Monitum (Warning against the printers of Lyon, 1503) gives ample evidence that precisely because there was no way of prosecuting the ‘counterfacturers’, Aldus was obliged to create a specific rhetoric in defence of his own editions, with the goal of showing the low quality of the imitations, their textual errors, and their moral impropriety. For the text of the Monitum with commentary, see Joanna Kostylo, Commentary on Aldus Manutius’s Warning against the printers of Lyon, 1503 in Lionel Reyny (ed.), The Italian book: 1495–1500: Studies presented to Dennis E. Reddy, London 1993, 117–33, and William Kemp, ‘Counterfeit Aldines and italic-letter editions printed in Lyons 1502–1510: Early diffusion in Italy and France’ in Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada, 35:1 (1997), 75–100.


19 The complete series of privileges granted to Aldus has been published in H. George Fletcher, New Aldine Studies: Documentary essays on the life and work of Aldus Manutius, San Francisco 1988, 119–156. See also Angela Nuovo, Aldus Manutius and the world of Venetian publishing in Rinaldo Fernando Canalis & Massimo Ciavolella (eds.), Andreas Veshius and the Fabrica in the age of printing. Art, anatomy and printing in the Italian Renaissance, Turnhout 2018.
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edition. Thus, counterfeits cannot be merely defined in strictly legal terms, but they must also be examined from at least three more perspectives: deontological, the perspective Aldus was more eager to stress; bibliographic, for understanding the logic of imitation and the mutual relations of the illicit reprints; and finally economic, certainly the real motivation of this phenomenon.

The implications of the Lyonnaise reprints of the Aldines are numerous. Undoubtedly, the economic investment was remarkable, starting from the design and production of the italic typeface, which had appeared in Venice only a couple of years before. The whole operation was certainly planned with care. The preceding ‘market analysis’ was so accurate and sales were so good that the Lyonnaise replicas were reprinted more often than the Venetian originals. Some copies were even printed on vellum, revealing the existence of dedication copies and wealthy recipients.

From the point of view of book history, the paradoxical merits of these editions are twofold: they disseminated Italian Latin humanism across Europe (printing more than a few letters in Greek was beyond Gabiano’s skills) by means of French editions distributed through the fairs, and they contributed to the success of the italic typeface. Furthermore, Baldassarre de Gabiano did not limit himself to replicating Aldine editions of the Latin classics, but undoubtedly at some commercial risk he also produced octavo editions of the vernacular works of Petrarch and Dante, the first editions of these texts to appear in France.

In the case of the Dante, it is even possible to identify some improvements to the original text (edited by Pietro Bembo for Aldus) introduced by Gabiano to his edition. The Lyonnaise edition includes a more accurate, ‘Frenchified’ version of Provençal verses that Dante puts into the mouth of the troubadour Arnault Daniel, a textual amendment which shows that editors and correctors were sometimes at work in the Gabiano printing house.

Notwithstanding their Lyonnaise interests, Venice always remained the centre of the family business and of the partnerships in the Gabiano family. It was to the bookshop at the sign of the Fountain near the Rialto Bridge in the parish of San Bartolomeo that a group of surviving letters were sent, addressed to Giovanni Bartolomeo Gabiano. About 110 letters survive from only one year, 1522, sent by about 40 different correspondents. One of these correspondents was Giovanni Bartolomeo’s nephew, Lucimborgo da Gabiano.

20 William Kemp, ‘Counterfeit Aldines and italic-letter editions’, 75–100 (especially 82).
23 Some of them had been previously printed by the Giunti in Florence, for instance Suetonius and, as we will see, Vitruvius.
24 As an example, the passage in the Aldine edition of 1502 starts with ‘Tan m’abbelis votre cortois deman; / Chi eu non pous, ne vaul a vos cobrire/ Jeu sei Arnaut; che plor e vai cantan [...]’ while in the Gabiano replica the text reads: ‘Tan m’abbelis votre cortois deman; / Chi eu non pous, ne vaul a vos cobrire/ le sui Arnauld, che plor e vo cantan [...]’.
25 The same type of process happens for the Provençal verses included in Petrarch’s Canzoniere, i.e. (‘Drez et raison es quieu ciant em demori), according to the Bembo edition, and 1Droit et raison es que ie chante damor’ in the Gabiano replica). For a detailed linguistic analysis of the Lyonnaise octavo editions, see Carlo Pulsoni, ‘I classici italiani e le loro contraffazioni losionesi’ in Critica del testo, 5/2 (2002), 477–487.
26 This group of letters (the above-mentioned Miscellanea atti diversi manoscritti, b. 91 at the Archivio di Stato), was completely separated from its original context, probably many years ago. As a consequence, its original location in the archives cannot be traced.
Lucimborgo da Gabiano / Luxembourg de Gabiano

About 1517/1518, Baldassarre de Gabiano died and was replaced in Lyon by Lucimborgo da Gabiano, that is, Luxembourg de Gabiano. Born in Asti around 1490, Lucimborgo was introduced to the business by his uncle Giovanni Bartolomeo in Venice and sent to Lyon as early as 1512 to help Baldassarre in the management of the Compagnie d’Ivry, of which he became the principal manager until its dissolution in 1544. In 1519, only three years before the surviving letters, Lucimborgo, together with Ayme de la Porte, Jacques Giunti, Simon Vincent and J. Senneton, founded the Compagnie des lectures and the Compagnie des textes, known thereafter by the name of Compagnie de Messieurs les libraires de Lyon or Grande compagnie des libraires de Lyon. These partnerships, several times renewed, were founded by a group of merchants and later on continued by their heirs while attracting many more occasional investors in the meantime. They dominated the production and trade of law books all over Europe for a long time. Remarkably, few hints are found in Lucimborgo’s letters about this major company and its business.

Long past the days of the Aldine replicas, a type of production in which Lucimborgo was never involved, he expresses in his letters a real passion for publishing books designed to be as beautiful and attractive as possible. At times, he shows a real pride in what he was able to do, obviously doing his best to impress his uncle. (Not a single reply survives unfortunately; therefore, we have no opportunity to verify if his Venetian interlocutor was indeed impressed.) In this way, Lucimborgo speaks about the editions he had under press in that span of time, namely the Canon by Avicenna [Fig. 2], the Vita Christi by Ludolphus de Saxonia, the Super feuidis by Baldo degli Ubaldi, and especially Vitruvius, which will be discussed in the following pages. In fact, Lucimborgo, with few exceptions, never signed the editions he had printed; therefore, these letters provide crucial evidence for assigning books to him which he financed and had printed. On the basis of the documents available to him, Baudrier wrongly concluded that Lucimborgo had systematically avoided publishing anything outside his partnerships. By reading his letters, we can ascertain, on the contrary, that publishing was an activity he carried out with enthusiasm and absorbed a lot of his time and energy.

In brief, through these letters of 1522, we can see how Venetian publishing houses used their base in Lyon to reach northern (but also, probably, Spanish) markets more efficiently with products that were closely inspired by Venetian or Italian books.
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A good example of this strategy is his Vitruvius, the first edition of this text outside Italy, published anonymously by Lucimborgo in 1523 and attributed to the family by Baudrier, whose attribution is based solely on the identification of the woodcut frame used on the title page [Fig. 3].

The edition of Vitruvius belongs to a series of twelve editions of Latin classics in octavo printed in Italian types, published more than ten years after the period of validity of Aldus's privileges. The series, generally recorded in bibliography under the name of the printer Guillaume Huyon, covers the years 1519–1523 and includes Caesar (USTC 145011, with illustrations copied from the 1513 Aldine edition by Fra Giocondo), Suetonius (USTC 145356), Juvenal–Persius (USTC 145444), Lucan (USTC 145445), Virgil (USTC 121677), Vegetius–Frontinus–Aelianus (USTC 145587), Terence (USTC 121679), and our Vitruvius. Most of these editions are replicas of the Giunti octavos, while the edition of Vegetius seems to follow the Paris edition of Jean Petit (1515).

The edition of Vitruvius is by far the most complex product of the series and not only because it is the richest in illustrations. The edition was created through a careful assembly of the elements of the most recent editions of Vitruvius, published in Italy in the previous decade or so.

Textually speaking, any edition of this text had to rely on previous editions published in Venice and Florence. The starting point could only be not the first, but the best edition of Vitruvius, edited and illustrated by Giovanni Giocondo da Verona (1434–1515), a beautiful small folio published in Venice by Giovanni Tacuino in 1511 [Fig. 4], which, thanks also to its 136 woodcuts, had a profound influence on the Renaissance reception of the architectural principles of the Romans.

The Tacuino edition was republished in a reduced octavo format two years later by the Giunti in Florence. The Giunti's Vitruvius however was not a mere replica. On this occasion, their editorial innovations were indisputable and not merely a commercial ruse. Not only did they reduce the format and radically simplify the illustrations, they also secured the collaboration of Giovanni Giocondo himself, who added the text of Frontinus (De aqueductibus urbis Romae) and who also decided to

\[ \text{The edition of Vitruvius (Lyons, Lucimborgo di Gabiano, 1523)} \]
change dedicatee from the now deceased Pope Julius II (Giuliano della Rovere) to Giuliano de’ Medici.

The first information on Gabiano 1523 that we can derive from one letter by Lucimborgo is dated 5 June 1522, when he writes to his uncle that the Vitruvius will start printing in one month, when the woodcuts would be ready.30 But on 17 July 1522, i.e. a bit more than one month later, the printing had been postponed. Lucimborgo writes that the woodcuts were completed, but the italic types (littera cancelaresca) were in Guillaume Huyon’s house, and because he had just died of the plague, they were inaccessible (as it is well known, in cases of plague, houses were nailed shut).40 Guillaume Huyon was one of the printers who frequently worked for

39 "Et computo sarà di intagliar le figure del Vitruvio che sarà fra uno mese si comencerà et sarà bello; et per questo non vi diso altro per non haver tempo; p(er) el p(rosin)0 darovi amplo avixo del tutto.
40 Le figure del Vitruvio sono compitte di intagliar, ma maestro Giulielmo nostro stampador he morto di peste et la littera cancelaresca he in caza sua d[j] modo el non si poterà far finché sia tornà di Venexia.

Lucimborgho was planning to go to Venice in September; therefore, he states here that he could not print Vitruvius before coming back to Lyon. In the years 1522–23, the plague hit hard the city of Lyon.
mentata a le spese e Instantia del Priuilegio beniuolo diepsa opera. Cum Gratia & utilitate de ciascuno Studioso & expositi & enucleati ad Immensa strusi & reconditi Vocabuli a li soi loci ti: Commentati: & con mirando ordi-
there are definitely thirty-four.

In his last letter, dated 2 January 1523, Lucimburgo reports contradictorily that he was still waiting for the new illustrations.45 They had to be placed in the first gatherings of the edition, so the work of printing could not be started. Since the correspondence does not continue unfortunately, we are unable to follow the later and concluding stages of the production.

Whereas some scholars maintained that Gabiano 1523 is a copy of Giunta 1513,46 a closer look at these editions shows that the Lucimburgo's copy-text was in fact the Giunti reprint of 1522, in which the text was again revised and improved, although without any collaboration with Giovanni Giocondo, who had died in 1515.47 This second Giunti octavo, dated 27 October 1522, could have indeed been perfectly available to Lucimburgo because, as his letters testify, he was still waiting to start printing operations in January 1523.48 His editions adopt a series of changes and improvements of the text that characterize only the second Florentine edition. For instance, in the initial content list of the Vitruvius work, the 1513 Giunti edition reads ‘CAPUT’ for the first six ‘libri’ and starts with the correct word ‘CAPITA’ only at the seventh. This mistake was corrected in the 1522 reprint. Gabiano's edition has the Italian publishers in Lyon; most scholars believe that he was still alive in 1523, but from Lucimburgo's letter, it can be proven that he died before July 1522.

On 25 November 1522, Lucimburgo touches again on this subject in another letter, describing how the work was proceeding: he commissioned thirty-four illustrations that were previously lacking in Giocondo-Tacuino 1511.41 The communication of his decision to enrich the graphic apparatus of the edition fails to mention that the new woodcuts were copied from the recent vernacular edition, edited and illustrated by Cesare Cesariano (1475–1543) and printed in Como in 1521 [Fig. 5].42 Lucimburgo adds, moreover, that paper for the edition had been bought. He also specifies that printing types had been ordered in Florence, a revealing piece of information.43 Obviously, he could not recover his types from Huyon's house; therefore, he was obliged to make a further investment in this edition.

The italic types that he actually used in the Vitruvius edition are very similar to those of the Giunti, and it is very likely that they were made by the Giunti of Florence.44

In his last letter, dated 2 January 1523, Lucimburgo reports contradictorily that he was still waiting for the new illustrations.45 They had to be placed in the first gatherings of the edition, so the work of printing could not be started. Since the correspondence does not continue unfortunately, we are unable to follow the later and concluding stages of the production.

Whereas some scholars maintained that Gabiano 1523 is a copy of Giunta 1513,46 a closer look at these editions shows that the Lucimburgo's copy-text was in fact the Giunti reprint of 1522, in which the text was again revised and improved, although without any collaboration with Giovanni Giocondo, who had died in 1515.47 This second Giunti octavo, dated 27 October 1522, could have indeed been perfectly available to Lucimburgo because, as his letters testify, he was still waiting to start printing operations in January 1523.48 His editions adopt a series of changes and improvements of the text that characterize only the second Florentine edition. For instance, in the initial content list of the Vitruvius work, the 1513 Giunti edition reads ‘CAPUT’ for the first six ‘libri’ and starts with the correct word ‘CAPITA’ only at the seventh. This mistake was corrected in the 1522 reprint. Gabiano's edition has

41 Note that Pagliara counts thirty-six illustrations (Pier Nicola Pagliara, 'Le De Architectura de Vitruve edité par les Gabiano, à Lyon en 1523' in Sylvie Deswarte-Rosa (ed.), Sebastiano Serlio à Lyon. Architecture et im-
primérie, Lyon 2004, 359–361, p. 360), and Kemp and Richards count thirty-five (William Kemp & Sandra Richardson, ‘Les celte de l'ouvrage [tous les tournures de livres d’Aldo Manuzio’ , 8) but there are definitely thirty-four. 

42 Vitruvius, De architectura Libri Dece traduci de latino in Vulgare affectuosi: Commentarii: e con mirando ordi-


46 ‘Lorsque, à Lyon, on commence à préparer l’ouvrage, il se peut que l’édition de Giunta, terminée le 27 octobre 1522, n’était pas encore disponible. En revanche, celle de 1511, presque identique, fût certainement, avec le privilège de dix ans sur le point d’expirer, comme avait déjà expiré celui de l’édition de 1511.’ Pagliara, ‘Le De Architectura de Vitruve edité par les Gabiano, 359. Of course, Giunti 1513 could not have obtained any privilege (and no privilege is printed in fact in the edition) because it was just a reprint of a published text. 

47 Vitruvius, De architectura Libri decem nuper maximam diligenter castigati atque excusi, additis, Iuli Sprentini De aqueductibus libris proprio materiae afflictamin. Impressum Florentiae: per haeredes Philippus Juntar, Anno Dominii M.D.XXII. sexto kal. Novembris. EDITI16 CNCE 28728, SBN ITUCUCLAIAE000241; e-rara (Stiftung Bibliothek Werner Oechslin, Einsiedeln, digitized copy).

Hereafter Giunti 1522. 

48 See the letter quoted at note 44.
Note that Pagliara counts thirty-six 'El si è apresso a far intagliar 34 figure, se contene. Laus Deo.

Che amplamente ne li dicti priuilegii Impressa da qui a dece anni: Secundo quanto de la Sedia Apostolica con
tia e Priuilegio tanto del praelibato Christianissimo Re de Franza
Come per magistro Gotardo da
nel amoena & delecteuole Citate de
anchora da summi docti studiosi del
aspectata non solo da li mediocri: ma
latina antedicta: Cossa desiderata &
passi obscuri: quanti sono ne Lopera
tante dificultate e declaratione de
delopera tante utilitatu e
tuta lopera resta Correctissima: e de
li soy loci con facilitate: talmente che
Caro Lectore tu li poteray restituire a
infrascripta tabula de li Errori li quali
in epsa Citate: e del nobile .D. Aluidino
Comense e Regio Referendario
mentata a le spese e Instantia del
utilitate de ciascuno Studioso &
in epsa tabula con summo studio
trai trouare la multitudine de li ab-
ze Insigniti: per il quale facilmente po-
ti: Commentati: & con mirando ordi-
traducti de latino in Vulgare a

41 Whereas some scholars maintained that
Giunti edition (1521) because it was just a reprint
course, but

48 His editions adopt a series of changes and

44 and concluding stages of the production.

Huyon’s house; therefore, he was obliged to make a further investment in this edition.

47 In his last letter, dated 2 January

1521, Lucimborgo reports contradictorily that he
died before July

1521, the Italian publishers in Lyon; most scholars believe that he was still alive in

1521, and it is very likely that they were made by the Giunti of Florence.44

8 e italic types that he actually used in the Vitruvius edition are very similar to those

20 bought. He also specifies that printing types had been ordered in Florence, a

17 He worked for the last time on the

17 and concluding stages of the production.

22 Whereas some scholars maintained that
Giunti edition (1521) because it was just a reprint

17 of a published text.

48 His editions adopt a series of changes and

44 and concluding stages of the production.

Huyon’s house; therefore, he was obliged to make a further investment in this edition.
only 'CAPITA' [Fig. 6]. Another change followed by Lucimborgo was the use of small guide-letters instead of woodcut initials, a usage found also in the 1522 reprint as compared to the 1513. Many more textual features indicate that typesetters of the Gabiano printing office had sheets from the 1522 Giunti octavo attached to their visoria. However, the correctness of the text printed by Gabiano is much inferior to that of the Giunti, especially in the initial pages. The lack of correctors seems to have been a usual event for Lucimborgo’s initiatives, because he did not regularly employ humanists as proofreaders.
The privileges of Vitruvius editions

For a long time, publishing an illustrated edition of Vitruvius remained a very complex endeavour, in which several participants had to collaborate: a humanist supervising the scholarly text, an artist of the illustrations with advanced knowledge in the domain of architecture, and a publisher able to guarantee a protected market, at least temporarily, in order to deliver a remunerative return on sales. In a series of editions of the same work, the reciprocal relationships are also clarified by the legal status of each initiative and by the juridical protection thus provided for each one.

An edition like Giocondo-Tacuino 1511 marks a turning point in the history of visual culture and not only in Venice. In fact, it was necessary for readers of the Renaissance to understand this fundamental text as well as possible because it brought about a new phase in the history of architecture and that was possible thanks to the decisive contribution of this edition to the architectural modeling and the practical use of Vitruvian standards. The publisher Giovanni Tacuino was obviously well aware of this and accordingly applied for a privilege for his edition from Pope Julius II (to whom the edition was dedicated by Giocondo himself), and from the Venetian Senate. On the verso of the title page appears the papal privilege, while on the last folio of the edition (P9v), just before the colophon and the mark, is printed the Venetian concession. The archival original of the concession allows a comparison between the complete text and that which was published in the edition. There are predictable gaps, given that Tacuino had presented a request for a collection of texts of classical Latinity, the majority of which were later printed by Aldus Manutius. It is significant, however, that the privilege was requested for the edition of Vitruvius and Frontinus together, while only the first author was included in the edition of 1511. It is also worthwhile to underscore that the privilege had been requested for a printing of Vitruvius in Latin as well as in the vernacular, demonstrating how the commercial scope of this venture was larger than could effectively be realized and how it had aimed from the start to target the public of noneducated builders, craftsmen, and architects who would be able on their own to understand only the Italian translation of the text.

53 See at fol. A:v: De Apostolico Archetypo extracto. The papal privilege chronologically followed the Venetian privilege, given that it explicitly refers to the penalties that the latter promised. The pope, moreover, had hit the counterfeiters with immediate excommunication.
54 Serenissimi Principi et Ex:ac I:v. Sig., Cum sit che el fidelissimo servitor di vostra Sub. zuan Tacuino, stampador, cum accurata diligentia et sollicitudine, et cum grandissima sua spesa, habia sempre invigilato de metter in luce opere nove, et non piu stampate, et in optima et perfecta lettera da tuti laudata, et sia al presente per imprimer Vitruvio de architettura latino et vulgar, cum
The following edition, Giunti 1513 in octavo, which mentions Giovanni Giocondo’s editing on the title page, is an initiative definitely undertaken with a licence from Tacuino (the cession to a third party is always a possible option of any privilege). Needless to say, it did not receive a privilege, being substantially a replica. However, this would not have infringed upon the Venetian privilege because it had been printed in another state, but it would have been in conflict with the extraterritorial privilege of the pope if it had not carried all the signs of a venture firmly desired by Giocondo himself, as well as the protection of Giuliano de’ Medici (brother of the new Pope, Leo X) to whom it was dedicated. This edition thus did not lack traces of sponsorship and patronage, signs of the profound interest which the dominant classes and the most cultivated environment had for Giocondo’s studies, while at the same time, it addressed a public with less spending capacity with respect to buyers of the 1511 edition. The reduced format, related to the customary use of italic types, accompanied a diminution of illustrations which were much rougher and coarser, yet it offered the text of Frontinus that had been omitted from the princeps. The collaboration that Giocondo offered the Giunti has been recently substantiated by the identification of the copy of Giocondo-Tacuino 1511 that served the Florentine publishers in producing their octavo, a copy showing signs of the casting off in the printing shop, as well as of the autograph notes by Giocondo himself who corrected and completed the text and illustrations.

A completely innovative initiative was the new translation into Italian of Cesare Cesariano, printed at Como in 1521 by Gottardo da Ponte and protected by a series of two privileges (Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521). No one indeed would think of investing the large sums that the luxurious illustrated editions of Vitruvius required without protecting one’s interests as a precaution against the competition (at least to the extent permitted by the system of privileges). Thus, in this case, the protection was twofold: a territorial one from the king of France and duke of Milan, Francis I (5 June 1521) and an extraterritorial one from Pope Leo X (23 June 1521). Both privileges were intended to last for ten years, with the usual penalties, and were conceded to Agostino Gallo, publisher and financier of the work. Although the privilege of the king of France was clearly valid only in the duchy of Milan (it was in fact granted in Milan), the extraterritorial papal privilege undoubtedly was still valid in 1523, when the edition of Lucimborgo appeared in Lyon. In any case, it is well known that the privileges of the pope were not acknowledged as valid in France. But any legal protection would have been valid if, and only if, the book itself was actually distributed. This might not have been the case with the Cesariano edition, as we shall see.
The Vitruvian woodcuts

We have seen that two factors delayed Lucimborgo de Gabiano’s edition: the loss of the printing types at Huyon’s house and the production of the rich apparatus of illustrations. On the other hand, the privileges show that the competition between the different Italian editions of Vitruvius took place not only at the level of the text but also that of the images.

From the point of view of the effectiveness of the illustrations and their role in understanding a difficult text such as De architectura, Giocondo-Tacuino 1511 had no rivals. Giocondo clearly presented the relationship among the captions, text and images in such a way to render each step insightfully even for those who could not understand the Latin text.

In the republication of the text in octavo, the Giunti invested very few resources in the illustrations, and the result is poor, with regard to the aesthetic quality and the loss of a large part of the scientific relationship between the text and illustrations. Giocondo certainly collaborated somewhat at the beginning of the venture, which took place when he was almost eighty years of age, responsible for the prestigious task as architect of San Pietro in Rome and master of Raffaello. Giunti 1513 was planned to be available to a larger public and less expensive, but it conveyed much less knowledge in comparison to Giocondo-Tacuino 1511.

Finally, Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521 is the product of the work of an artist and architect, not of a scholar having multiple talents like Giovanni Giocondo (who was simultaneously architect, antiquarian, philologist and mathematician). The approach, essentially figurative, to the text of Vitruvius expanded in Cesariano to many more fascinating themes and suggestions. The final result was that of an artist’s book, which was also useful to professionals and architects who actually had to build.

Thus, in Gabiano 1523, the illustrations play a central importance. From the title page, the book praises the presence of new illustrations. By ‘new illustrations’, Lucimborgo is referring to the special work he had done for the graphic apparatus. In fact, in this case, he is not acting as a mere imitator, a publisher who limits himself to replicating steady-selling Italian editions to take advantage of their market potential in Lyon and beyond. Rather, he works like a true entrepreneur, putting together the best from the previous editions and investing money with the goal of producing the most attractive edition possible. In fact, although he basically follows the layout of the Giunti octavo, he made direct copies of the original cuts from the Giocondo-Tacuino 1511 folio edition, producing woodcuts which were much better drawn and refined than those in the Giunti edition.

In addition, Lucimborgo publishes thirty-four illustrations which he proudly defines in the title page as ‘numquam antea impressi’, never before printed, each of them indicated with an asterisk. This is nothing more than pure marketing because, in fact, the ‘new’ illustrations can scarcely be called such; they are very accurate copies, reduced 65–70% in scale of some of the beautiful illustrations published in Cesariano-Da Ponte.
See for instance figures at p. 47 recto and verso, corresponding to fol. LII recto in Cesariano’s edition.

62 Les images de la cathédrale de Milan semblent avoir été choisies plutôt pour présenter des images plus familières à un lecteur transalpin [...] peu familiarisé avec l’architecture à l’antique’ (Pagliara, ‘Le De Architectura chez le Gabiano, 364).

1521. From this edition, indeed one of the most stunning books of the Renaissance, Gabiano was able to reproduce not only the usual black on white but also Cesariano’s impressive white on black images.62 Seventeen of the chosen illustrations refer to subjects that in Cesariano’s interpretation were different from Giocondo’s; and the other seventeen represent subjects which were illustrated by Cesariano for the first time. In general, Lucimborgo selected images not only of ancient architecture but also of buildings of the Lombard Renaissance, in particular the Cathedral of Milan, which he clearly thought would be more appealing to the French and international taste.63 Less focussed on a precise relationship between text and image, which was the fundamental aim pursued by Giocondo-Tacuino 1511, Gabiano selects other illustrations from Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521 with no architectural content but only pure narrative, with attractive

Fig. 7 Allegory of Cesariano’s life, illustration from Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521, fol. 92r (412 × 283 mm). Courtesy of the Newberry Library, Chicago.
See for instance figures at p. recto and verso, corresponding to fol. LII recto in Cesariano’s edition. ‘Les images de la cathédral de Milan semblent avoir été choisies plutôt pour présenter des images plus familières à un lecteur transalpin [...]

From this edition, indeed one of the most stunning books of the Renaissance, Gabiano was able to reproduce not only the usual black on white but also Cesariano’s impressive white on black images. Seventeen of the chosen illustrations refer to subjects that in Cesariano’s interpretation were different from Giocondo’s; and the other seventeen represent subjects which were illustrated by Cesariano for the first time. In general, Lucimborgo selected images not only of ancient architecture but also of buildings of the Lombard Renaissance, in particular the Cathedral of Milan, which he clearly thought would be more appealing to the French and international taste. Less focussed on a precise relationship between text and image, which was the fundamental aim pursued by Giocondo-Tacuino, Gabiano selects other illustrations from Cesariano-Da Ponte with no architectural content but only pure narrative, with attractive evocative content capable of fascinating readers. Examples are the life of primitive men (Gabiano 1523, fol. 29r, Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521, fol. 32r), or the Mundi electiva Caesaris Caesariani configurata (a moral allegory of the artist’s life, a sort of visual autobiography designed by Cesare Cesariano) which is copied along with the name of the author [Fig. 7 and 8].

Yet, how could Gabiano state so emphatically that these illustrations, copies of those that Cesariano had published two years before, were unpublished? There could be more than one answer to this question, starting with the fact that nonauthorized reprinting was usually done fairly easily in that period. Perhaps the most crucial factor is that Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521 was a very troubled undertaking, with major disagreements between the author and the financiers.64

A much more detailed reconstruction of what follows is in the work by Venanzio de Pagave (Vita di Cesare Cesariano architetto milanese, edited by Carlo Casati, Milan 1878), who was able to use the notes which Cesariano wrote in his own copy of the edition. During the eighteenth century, this copy was held at the Library of the Accademia di Brera in Milan; its whereabouts has been unknown since the nineteenth century.
Cesare Cesariano’s Italian Vitruvius (1521) and its fate

Cesare Cesariano had been working on the text of Vitruvius for more than twenty years before the possibility of its printing finally emerged. In May 1520, the nobleman Agostino Gallo, ‘referendario’ of the king of France in Como, together with Luigi de Pirovano, professor of mathematics, signed an agreement with Cesariano in Como, in which they committed themselves to bear all expenses of the Vitruvius edition and promised that the woodcuts would remain the common property of the three partners. They also agreed that after selling enough copies to meet the sum of 1,600 lire (i.e. recovering the initial investment), they would begin to share profits in three parts. In July 1520, Agostino Gallo and Cesariano put Gottardo da Ponte and Giovanni Tagliaferri in Como under contract for the production of a substantial print-run of 1,312 copies of the illustrated Vitruvius, paying them 2 lire and 10 soldi for each printed ream, while the financiers would provide copy-editors and paper. The edition included 119 woodcuts, 9 full-page illustrations, many of which were cut by Cesariano himself. Printed sheets would be consigned every week to Sebastiano, brother of Agostino Gallo, and never kept in the printing shop.66 When Cesariano showed that he was unable to meet his commitment and could not provide the text and illustrations of the whole volume within the agreed upon time, his two partners started to threaten him. They even raided the house where he had taken refuge after leaving Gallo’s house (where he had been resident during printing operations) and forcefully seized his manuscript notes and woodcut blocks intended for the last two books (IX and X), with the result that Cesariano could scarcely save his working copy of this part of the text and its related illustrations.67 Cesariano escaped immediately to Milan and sued his partners, who, in the meantime (July 1521), had finished the book in which Cesariano’s name is nearly concealed. The last two books of Vitruvius were printed in the translation of and with the commentary of the two copy-editors and proof-correctors, Benedetto Giovio and Bono Mauro, who confessed to having an insufficient knowledge for such a complicated text. In short, Cesariano received a totally favourable judgement,68 and his rights were reintegrated, although, needless to say, the text and the edition’s attribution could not be corrected. In fact, Cesariano’s share of the print-run and the profits took a long time to be met. Indeed, on 4 May 1523, Cesariano could recover only a group of fifty copies for himself;69 in 1528, another small group of fourteen copies were consigned to him.70 Later on, although he was entitled to 438 copies of the edition (about one-third of the print-run which was due to him according to the 1520 agreement), he discovered that his copies had been partly consigned in Milan and in Soncino (a village close to Milan) to other parties (none of them a bookseller), who were distributing them illegally.

Unfortunately, nothing is known for certain about the other two-thirds of the print-run, about 900 copies in the hands of Agostino and Sebastiano Gallo. It is unlikely that Cesariano could have obtained a protective seizure of the volumes in order to defend his honour and his authorship, even when it referred to the woodcut...
blocks. In a request, Cesariano stated that the bulk of the print-run had been hidden and dispersed by the Gallo brothers. This is confirmed by the final judgement given in Milan in 1528, in which Cesariano’s compensation was calculated on the basis of a quotation of 6 Imperial lire for each volume, or the volumes themselves, if they could indeed be found. It seems more likely that his two former partners hid as many books as they could and did not permit anyone to know whether copies had been sold and for what sum.

What seems possible to conclude from this unfortunate chain of events is that the distribution of this wonderful book, a real masterpiece of the Lombard Renaissance, was thwarted and chaotic. The scant evidence about the distribution points to a limited circulation in aristocratic circles. It seems unlikely that copies would have reached the fairs of Lyon for years. The Gabiano family had contacts in Milan, including an agent responsible for their business; it is possible that the book reached Lucimborgo via this agent. The fact that Lucimborgo did not admit in the letter to his uncle that his ‘new’ woodcuts were only copies of the illustrations from Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521, a lavish book which would never have gone unnoticed in Venice, seems to indicate that he was certain that Giovanni Bartolomeo Gabiano would not discover the truth for a long time.

Conclusion

The enhancement of Gabiano 1523 in comparison with the two Giunti editions, thanks to the new woodcuts, was a major issue for Lucimborgo. The letters to his uncle show that over the course of these same months a serious dispute took place between Lucimborgo and Jacques Giunti and, therefore, this episode of competition could be one of its results. His own edition would have attracted more purchasers, thanks to the exceptional set of illustrations which were not included in Giunti 1513 and Giunti 1522 [Fig. 11, p. 37]. Although Gabiano 1523 could only have been produced with some sort of agreement with the Giunti, since the latter had provided types, Lucimborgo’s effort to publish something improved and more beautiful than the Florentine editions is conspicuous. He planned it on the basis of at least three Italian editions of Vitruvius. He hired somebody with enough knowledge of architecture to realize that the Giunti illustrations could not be trusted and would have deprived the Gabiano edition of much of its value. Therefore, Lucimborgo decided to produce a book, merging what was best on the market: for the text, basically Giunti 1522, and for the graphic apparatus, a mix between Giocondo Tacuino 1511 (ignoring the unsatisfactory images of Giunti 1513 and 1522) and Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521, while basically following the layout of Giunti’s octavos. The artist, active in Lyon, was able to produce such refined woodwork of exceptional quality while maintaining the finest details of Cesariano’s originals, despite the drastic reduction in size; unfortunately, his identity is unknown [Figs. 9 and 10].

71 Cesare Cantù, ‘Cesare Cesariano’ in Archivio storico lombardo, 2 (1875), 435–439 (the request is undated).
72 Gatti–Monducci, Nuovi documenti, 53–56 (‘vi volumina ipsa reperiantur’). Six Imperial lire was equivalent to 4 Venetian lire 3 soldi 7 denari, that is 5.22 denari per printing sheet. This seems to be a rather low quotation, given that ten years later, in 1539, Giovanni Giolito was selling copies of this book for a price equivalent to more than 14 Venetian denari per printing sheet. I thank Francesco Ammannati for his help in this calculation (see the Book Prices in Early Modern Europe Database for details).
73 A final agreement between the two parties was signed in March 1531. All the woodcut blocks were returned to Cesariano (Ganda, Il Vitruvio di Cesare Cesariano, 590).
74 The agent’s name was Francesco Varadeto.
75 It is not clear if Giunti’s and Gabiano’s editions were really competing in the same market(s). According to Kemp and Richards (‘Les contrefaçons lyonnaises de livres d’Aldo Manuzio’), no copy of Gabiano 1523 shows signs of having an Italian provenance. But, in fact, the copy digitized in e-rara (see note 33) has a note of ownership of Girolamo di Camillo della Volpaia (1530–1614), a clockmaker and builder of scientific instruments in Florence.
76 As rightly stated by Pagliara (‘Le De Architectura chez le Gabiano’, 360, 365), there is ‘une volonté de surpasser en élégance, en finesse et en richesse les images de l’édition de Giunta’ and ‘si on la compare aux éditions de Giunta, de même format et sans doute tous aussi économique, l’édition de Lyon apparaît d’une qualité graphique exceptionnelle’.
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Fig. 9 Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, illustration from Cesariano-Da Ponte 1521, fol. 41v (412 × 283 mm). Courtesy of the Newberry Library, Chicago.
 Needless to say, the fusion of two illustrative apparatuses born in the context of two publishing initiatives and visual cultures which were sharply different gives rise to a composite and heterogeneous product, in which images lose much of their functionality and become basically ornamentation and embellishment of the text.

The role of Italian publishers, who worked as individual entrepreneurs or in partnerships in the book trade in Lyon in the early sixteenth century, needs to be reassessed. Besides their massive production of law books, Italian publishers created what it would not be misleading to describe as being to a certain extent a ‘displaced’ production of Venetian and Italian books, in accordance with a guiding vision of a broad potential market interested in humanism and Renaissance culture. Their work was crucial in the dissemination of the Italian Renaissance achievements and cannot be limited to the simplistic and inadequate definition of ‘counterfeits’. 